Gene copy number reduction in the azoospermia factor c (AZFc) region and its effect on total motile sperm count.
The azoospermia factor c (AZFc) region harbors multi-copy genes that are expressed in the testis. Deletions of the AZFc region lead to reduced copy numbers of these genes. Four (partial) AZFc deletions have been described of which the b2/b4 and gr/gr deletions affect semen quality. In most studies, (partial) AZFc deletions are identified and characterized using plus/minus sequence site tag (STS) polymerase chain reaction (PCR). However, secondary duplications increase the gene copy number without re-introducing the STS boundary marker. Consequently, the actual copy number of AZFc genes cannot be determined via STS PCR. In the current study, we first set out to determine by quantitative real-time PCR the actual copy number of all AZFc genes in men with (partial) AZFc deletions based on STS PCR. We then analyzed whether reduced gene copy numbers of each AZFc gene family were associated with reduced total motile sperm count (TMC), regardless of the type of deletion. We screened 840 men and identified 31 unrelated men with (partial) deletions of AZFc based on STS PCR. Of these 31 men, 6 men (19%) had one or more secondary duplications. For all AZFc genes, we found an association between a reduction in the copy number of each individual AZFc gene and reduced TMC. In gr/gr-deleted men, restoration of reduced gene copy numbers restored their TMC to normal values. Our findings suggest that the gene content of the AZFc region has been preserved throughout evolution through a dosage effect of the AZFc genes on TMC safeguarding male fertility.